
And if you fear injustice, then marry 
one. A man that marries two women 
and does not deal justly with them 
will be resurrected with half of his 
body hanging down. If you fear that 
you will fail to deal justly with the 
orphans, then marry suitable 
women, two or three, or four, but if 
you fear that you will fail to be just, 
then marry one. A man that marries 
two women and does not deal justly 
with them will be resurrected with 
half of his body hanging down. If you 
fear that you will fail to deal justly 
with the orphans, then marry 
suitable women, two or three, or 
four, but if you fear injustice, then 
marry one. A man that marries two 
women and does not deal justly with 
them will be resurrected with half of 
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FOREWORD TO THE SERIES 

Islam is considered by many observers to be the fastest growing 

religion in the world, yet it is the most misunderstood of the world's 

major faiths. Some misconceptions about Islam stem from calculated 

propaganda against Islam, but a good amount of it is attributable to 

the ignorance of many Muslims whose limited knowledge and 

practice of Islam perpetuates these misconceptions. 

Due to the deficiencies of the common, restricted way of teaching 

Islam to children, many Muslims grow up believing that Islam 

requires only blind faith and invites no intellectual challenges. Often 

such Muslims manage with minimal knowledge of their faith until 

they interact with larger circles of people, in higher institutions or the 

work place, where they are confronted with many misconceptions 

about Islam, and face questions they cannot answer. 

It is in response to the need for empowering Muslims to know their 

religion, and to share its beautiful message with the rest of humanity, 

that this work was begun. 

This effort is part of a wider project of intellectual empowerment of 

the global Muslim world. Among the programs designed by the 

Islamic Education Trust over the past decade and a half is the Train 

the Trainers Course (TTC) in Islam and Dialogue. As its name 

indicates, the course is designed to train da'wah volunteers in 

clarifying misconceptions about Islam, handling differences of 

opinion among Muslim scholars, and extending personal leadership 

training to others. The contents of this series of books evolved from 

teaching manuals from the TTC. It is hoped that this publication will 

serve as intellectual resource material for Muslims of different 

backgrounds.  
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NOTES ON TERMINOLOGY AND 
TRANSLITERATION 

 
1. Use of  the symbol, “” 

 
It is a time-honored and cherished tradition among Muslims 

that whenever the name of any of the numerous Prophets of 
God is mentioned, peace and blessings are invoked upon him.  In 
line with this tradition and the injunction in Qur‟an 33:56, 
wherever the title “the Prophet,” “Messenger of Allah,” “Apostle 
of Allah,” or the Prophet‟s name, “Muhammad,” appear in this 

text, the symbol () appears next to it.  This abbreviation equates 
to the saying, “may the peace and blessings of Allah be upon 
him.”  Contemporary written work on Islam by Muslims 
incorporate many variations of symbols and abbreviations for this 
benediction, including “S.A.W.”, “s.a.s.”, “s”, “p”, “pbuh” and 
others. In determining which customary symbol to utilize, it is 
worth mentioning that manuscripts belonging to the first two 
centuries of Islam‟s intellectual heritage did not rigidly adhere to 
the custom of writing a benediction after the Prophet‟s name1, 
and hence, there is no „best‟ way of representing it. 

 

2. References to ahadith2 and commentaries drawn from 
computer software 
Efforts have been made to ensure all ahadith in this material 

are drawn from reliable and well-respected collections.  
Reservations expressed by respected authorities about the 

                                                 
1
 Jeffrey Lang, Struggling to Surrender: Some Impressions of an American 

Convert to Islam (Beltsville, USA: Amana Publications, 1994), p. ix 
2
 Plural of hadith – the narrations or reported actions of the Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him.  
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authenticity of any hadith have been indicated in footnotes, even 
as its presence in this text indicates that it is considered authentic 
by other scholars of repute. An abundance of Islamic classical 
texts and some of their translations now exist on CD-ROMs3. 
The present material has made use of some of these CD-ROMs 
for obtaining ahadith and their commentaries (tafasir).  The most 
commonly utilized CD-ROM database of hadith in English has 
been the Alim Version 6.0 software.  Hence, references to hadith 
collections that end with the phrase “in Alim 6.0” throughout this 
material refer to those obtained from the Alim Version 6.0 
database (ISL Software Corporation, 1986-2000).  References to 
collections of hadith commentaries which have been drawn from 
other CD-ROMs have been noted in footnotes throughout the 
text. 

 

3.   Transliteration of Arabic words 

Modern Islamic literature in English utilizes a number of 
transliteration systems for Arabic words.  This material has 
followed the system used by the majority, the details of which 
may be found in the International Journal of Middle East Studies4. 
However, for our ease and simplicity, we have omitted the 
diacritical dots and dashes which facilitate exact pronunciations. 
It is expected that this should not render the words unreadable.    

 

 
 
 
                                                 
3
 Database software for viewing information on computers. 

4
 With a few exceptions. 
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PREFACE 

 

 That Muslim men are permitted to have more than one wife 

has attracted a lot of criticism against Islam from many non-Muslims. 

It is assumed that Islam is unjust in not equally permitting Muslim 

women to also marry more than one man. In an age where equality 

between genders is much sought-after, it is necessary for Muslims to 

appreciate the wisdom of why Islam in this instance does not appear 

to sanction it, and whether this is based on a disposition for 

legislating injustice or for some real benefit to women and society. 

Moreover, modern sexual trends include many types of relationships, 

and therefore Muslim youth need to be aware of what position Islam 

takes on each of these and why.  The question that follows solicits the 

basis for one such position. 

 Some of the most common misconceptions among Non-

Muslims relate to the institution of polygyny (commonly referred to 

as polygamy5).  These include that polygyny is introduced by Islam, is 

compulsory for Muslim men, the norm among Muslim communities, 

                                                 
5
 Polygamy technically refers to having more than one spouse at a time, 

whether male or female. In other words, one man with multiple wives 

(polygyny) or one wife with multiple husbands (polyandry), are all covered 

by the more general term polygamy. 
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an avenue for men to pursue unrestrained sexual urges, a means to 

subject women to oppression, and has no benefit to society. 

Polygynous marriages are considered a violation of human rights and 

thus frequently elicit campaigns for their eradication.  

 The Muslim responses to these campaigns have been largely 

emotional, and unsuccessful in convincing many Non-Muslims and 

even many modern Muslims about the wisdom of Islam‟s position on 

polygyny. The question that follows originates from a Muslim or 

Non-Muslim who may be seeking to understand the significance and 

wisdom of the Islamic injunctions of polygyny as well as clarification 

on issues related to its practice in Muslim society. 
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The Polyandry Argument 

 

 “Why can‟t a woman have more than one husband in Islam, 
since a Muslim man may have more than one wife?” 

Shari‟ah rulings are all based on the objective of promoting 
benefits and minimizing harms to the individual and society.  
Rulings on sexual relationships are no different.  The prohibition 
of Muslim women from marrying more than one man, thus, 
follows this rationale.  The benefits to women of avoiding multiple 
marriage partners far outweigh its advantages, as the following 
arguments demonstrate: 

Children Bearing Pressure from all „Husbands‟ 
It is evident that the nature of women is physiologically 

different from that of men.  A woman has only one womb, and 
can have only one pregnancy at a time. Therefore, a woman who‟s 
„husbands‟ all wanted multiple children would have her health 
damaged by constant childbearing.   
 
Who‟s Child? Affordability of DNA Testing 

Secondly, for the majority of people in the world who have no 
access to affordable DNA testing, it would not be known which 
„husband‟s‟ child she was carrying or who the child would belong to 
for purposes of maintenance, educational expenses, inheritance, 
fatherly affection and care, etc.6  

                                                 
6
 Jamal Badawi, Gender Equity in Islam: Basic Principles (Indiana, USA: 

American Trust Publications, 1995), p.29 mentions that the problem of lineal 

identification and inheritance being determined by probability and not certainty 

poses a serious problem for Islamic law. 
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Female Sexual Health Concerns from Multiple Partners 

Moreover, even without bearing children, a woman 
significantly increases the risk of acquiring cervical cancer, genital 
warts, and other health problems by having more than one male 
sexual partner at a time.7 

                                                 
7
 See any credible medical reference on cervical cancer, HPV (human 

papilloma virus), or women‘s sexual health for more information on this well 

Figure 1:  

Matrix of Possible 

Marriages if both 

Polygyny and 

Polyandry were 

permitted 
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Permitting Polyandry means Permitting Polyandry and 
Polygyny  

Permitting polyandry (marriage of a woman to multiple men) 
would essentially imply the permissibility of both polyandry and 
polygyny (marriage of a man to multiple women).It could be argued 
that this option would be fair to all concerned. However, the practical 
implication such liberty is seen in Figure 1 above.  A matrix of 
intermarried clusters of people would probably arise. This would 
include situations where a man may marry up to four women, one or 
more of whom is also married to up to three other men.  Some 
monogamous couples would exist, but in situations where clusters of 
people are all married to each other, the likelihood of continual 
conflict (due to no consensus of opinions) and absence of clear family 
lines or leadership would be pervasive.  

Polyandry, Polygamy and 
Epidemics 

Furthermore, as shown in Figure 
1, different marriage clusters may be 
linked by just one man and woman. 
(Arrows show all links by marriage). In 
such arrangements, should any one 
„family member‟ acquire a sexually 
transmitted disease, such as 
HIV/AIDS, it would spread to affect 
everyone linked by marriage – in 
effect, resulting in a plague affecting a 

                                                                                                         
established fact. For example, S. Bechtel and the Editors of Men’s Health and 

Prevention Magazines, The Practical Encyclopedia of Sex and Health (USA: 

Rodale Press Inc., 1993), Archives of Sexual Behaviors, vol.25, Issue 4, 1996, 

p.361.   

Should any one „family 
member‟ acquire a sexually 
transmittable disease, it 
would spread to affect 
everyone linked by marriage 
– in effect, resulting in a 
plague across a vast number 
of people. This would have 
the potential to wipe out 
whole communities of 
people. 
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vast number of people in a very short period of time. This would have 
the potential to easily wipe out entire communities of people. 

Polyandry and Male Exploitation 

This sort of polygamous arrangement would simply equate to a 
legalization of sexual promiscuity, with its consequent family and 
social collapse, along with all the other problems arising from these.  It 
would also create the legal means for greater exploitation of women by 
men. This is because some „husbands‟ would argue that because they 
share wives with other men, they do not need to take on the full extent 
of husbandly responsibilities and duties expected of them by law.  
These are all reasons which contest the feasibility of legalizing 
polyandry alongside polygyny.  

Polyandry and the Fate of Children 

Moreover, what would be the emotional fate of children, or even 
fathers, in a setting where fathers are not sure who their children really 
are, and therefore to whom they should express their natural paternal 
affection, attention and concern. 

 

Polyandrous Family Structure and Conflict 

It may also be strongly argued that psychologically, women incline 
more towards monogamy as an ideal than men do. This makes having 
more than one male partner extremely taxing emotionally on any 
woman. Furthermore, in most cultures, old and new, the headship of 
the family is normally the man‟s. Due to various historical and socio-
cultural influences, many men have internalized a sense of pride and 
territorialism over their families and homes. One can therefore 
imagine what would happen if a family (or family home) had two or 
more male heads.  
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These explanations reveal some of the wisdoms behind the 
Islamic prohibition of polyandry.  They are also most likely the reasons 
why anthropologists have rarely found polyandry practiced among the 
various communities of the world.8   

Holistic Impact Assessment and Public Benefit 

The Islamic ban on polyandry is not based on serving the interests 
of men while neglecting the benefits due to women, nor is it aimed 
towards injustice. Indeed, it would be an injustice to women for Islam 
to permit men to harm them through polyandry.  

In Islamic law, an act may be prohibited, not because there are no 
advantages in absolutely any context, but because from a holistic or 
broader perspective the disadvantages of permitting it would be 
greater and graver than the advantages, as is the case with polyandry. 
Similar is the case for such prohibitions as that of the consumption of 
alcohol. 

While some chaos, territorialism and conflict may also occur in 
marriages where there are multiple wives, Islam does not prohibit 
polygyny9 due to the problems that may persist in some situations 
without its use as a safety-net.  Indeed, prohibiting polygyny 
completely may in some cases be detrimental to the welfare of 
women.  Therefore, Islam instead prescribes restrictions and 
conditions for polygyny in order to minimize the abuse of women.  
These issues are further discussed below. 

 

 

                                                 
8
 Jamal Badawi, Gender Equity in Islam: Basic Principles (Indiana, USA: 

American Trust Publications, 1995), p.29 
9
 Marriage of one man to multiple women. In Islam, it should not be more than 

four women at the same time. 
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Part II: Is Polygyny fair to women? 

“If polyandry (one woman with multiple husbands) is not 
practical and monogamy (one man with one wife) is the most 
just alternative, why does Islam permit polygyny (one man 

with multiple wives) in the first place — with all its 
associated problems?” 

It must be made clear that 
Islam did not introduce 
polygyny in the 7th century CE. 
Unrestricted polygyny was a 
common practice in the ancient 
world10, and in some parts of 
our 21st century world (such as 
many countries in Africa) it still 
is, among people of all faiths. 

The Bible states that polygyny was the practice of some of the 
earlier Prophets such as Abraham, David and Solomon (peace be 
upon them).11 Such Prophets are nevertheless held in high respect by 
Jews, Christians and Muslims alike. 

                                                 
10

 This includes pre-Islamic Arabia where polygyny was practiced without 

restriction. See, for example, Tafsir al-Qurtubi, vol.5 (Beirut: Dar al-Ihya al-

Turath al-Arabi, 1985), p.12, which cites Dahhak and Hassan that the Qur‘anic 

verse on polygyny abrogated what used to be in jahiliyyah that a man would 

marry free women of any number that he wished to.  Tafsir al-Tabari, vol.3 

(Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-Ilmiyyah, 1992), p.574 also says that men in the pre-

Islamic Quraysh tribe would marry about 10 women, more or less. 
11

 See Genesis 16:3, 25:1; 1 Kings 11:3; Exodus 2:21, 22; & Numbers 12:1 

If you fear that you will not be 
able to deal justly with the 
orphans, marry suitable women, 
two or three, or four; but if you 
fear that you will not be able to 
deal justly (with them), then, 
(marry) only one… 

- Qur‟an 4:3  
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Islam‟s Restrictions and Conditions for Polygyny 

Hence, no explicit statement in the Qur‟an initiates polygyny as an 
institution, since it was already in existence. What Islam initiated was 
to regulate its practice.12  The verse in the Qur‟an which mentions its 
practice (see below) was revealed after the battle of Uhud in which 
many Muslims were killed, leaving widows and orphans for whom due 
care was incumbent upon the Muslim survivors.  A number of 
ahadith13 relate that the verse 
was enjoining those men who 
were inclined towards 
marrying attractive or wealthy 
female orphans but were not 
ready to give them a full 
marital gift (mahr) to marry 
instead other women, or only 
one if it was feared that justice 
could not be observed: 

If you fear that you will not be able to deal justly with the orphans, marry 
suitable women, two  or three or four; but if you fear that you will not be 
able to deal justly (with them), then, (marry) only one… (Qur‟an 4:3)  

From this verse a number of facts are evident: 

1. That Islam does not advocate the indiscriminate use of polygyny.  
Polygyny is not mandatory for a Muslim man, but merely restricted in 
its permissibility (to a maximum of four wives). Some circumstances 
may encourage its practice in a society (such as the existence of excess 
women who have no other means to be cared for), while others may 
discourage it or even prohibit it (such as the inability to do justice to 
each wife). 

                                                 
12

 Reasons why Islam did not also prohibit it are discussed further below. 
13

 e.g. Sahih al-Bukhari, vol.4, Book of Wills and Testaments, hadith no.25; vol.7, 

Book of Marriage, hadith nos.2, 29, 35, 71; Sahih Muslim, Book 43, no. 7156 

“Polygyny is not mandatory for a 
Muslim man, but merely restricted 
in its permissibility (to a maximum 
of four wives). Some circumstances 
may encourage its practice in a 
society while others may discourage 
it or even prohibit it”. 
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2. That the permission to practice polygyny is not associated with 
mere satisfaction of passion. It is rather mainly associated with 
compassion and justice. 

3. That even in such a situation, the permission is far more restricted 
than the normal practice which existed among the Arabs and other 
peoples at a time when men married as many as ten or more wives.14 

                                                 
14

 A misconception among some Muslims is that the verse permits up to 9 wives 

to be married. The fact the verse prohibits marriage to more than 4 wives is 

mentioned by scholars, such as Imam al-Qurtubi who says, ―Know that this 

number ‗two, three and four‘ is not indicating permissibility of nine… The 

understanding of those who argue this… rejects the precedent of the pious 

predecessors of the Ummah, and they claim that the [word] ‗and‘ is a conjunction 

(to indicate addition). They support the argument that the Prophet married nine 

wives… This is a deviation from the consensus (’ijma) of the Ummah, since there 

is no mention of anyone among the sahaba or tabi’ūn who combined more than 

four wives… The fact that it was permitted for the Prophet to retain his nine wives 

was a unique exception to him… And [it is not the nature of the Arabic language 

to express matters in this way since] Arabs do not hesitate to say nine (where they 

mean nine) instead of breaking it up to ‗two, three and four‘… Indeed, the ‗and‘ in 

this is nothing but alternatives, meaning marry two or three or four. The word ‗aw‘ 

[which translates as ―or‖ in English] was not used because it would mean if one 

chose two then one couldn‘t choose three, etc. [i.e. would imply exclusiveness, 

such as two and only two; three and only three; four and only four]‖ (Tafsir al-

Qurtubi, vol.5, Beirut: Dar al-Ihya al-Turath al-Arabi, 1985, p.17).  This 

understanding is supported by the following hadith: 

The Prophet said to Ghaylan ibn Umayyah al-Thaqafi (after he had accepted 

Islam) who had 10 wives, ―Choose any four of them and separate (divorce) from 

the rest.‖ Al-Qurtubi (op. cit.) said that it was mentioned in Imam Malik‘s 

Muwatta, Sunan Nasa‘i, and Daraqutni‘s Sunan. Ibn Kathir also mentions this 

report as recorded by Ash-Shafii, al-Tirmidhi, Ibn Majah and Bayhaqi. He further 

states that since the Prophet commanded Ghaylan to divorce his wives in excess of 

four when he was already married to them, then the prohibition of marrying more 

than four applies even more so for those who are not yet married to that number. 

(Tafsir Ibn Kathir (Abridged), vol.2, Riyadh: Darussalam Publishers, pp.374-

375).  
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4. That dealing justly with 
one‟s wives is an obligation 
prescribed by Islam to 
minimize the possible abuse 
of polygyny. This applies to 
housing, food, clothing, kind 
treatment, etc., for which the 
husband is fully responsible. Under Islamic Law, each wife has an 
equal amount of time to which she is entitled, and only where she 
willfully forfeits some of this time, or in the special case of a new 
wife‟s first few days of marriage is this precise balance ever 
disturbed. (It must be remembered that every wife was at one 
point a newly-wed.  Therefore, in the long run, the balance is 
never „upset‟ in this way.) Such equal rights extend also to 
residence rights, spending and clothing rights, and gifts.  Nor can a 
woman‟s conjugal rights ever be ignored, keeping in mind that 
what is required for sexual desire will differ from woman to 
woman, just as it does for men.  If one is not sure of being able to 
serve one‟s wives justly in all these matters, the Qur‟an exhorts  men to 

―then (marry) only one‖ (Qur‟an 4:3).  

This verse, when combined with another verse in the same 
chapter, advises men in plural marriages to be realistic that justice 
between wives is not an easy task, but to do their best if they are 
already in such marriages to behave with understanding for a 

                                                                                                         
In addition, al-Qurtubi (op. cit.) said that Abu Dawood collected a hadith 

wherein Harith ibn Qays said, ―I accepted Islam and I had 8 wives. I therefore 

mentioned it to the Prophet and he said, ‗Select any four among them.‘‖ Maqaatil 

said, ―Indeed, Qays, son of Harith, had 8 free-born wives (not slaves), and when 

the verse was revealed, the Prophet commanded him to divorce four and retain 

four.‖  Al-Qurtubi said that the correct name was Harith ibn Qays, as Abu 

Dawood also mentioned.  Muhammad ibn Hasan narrated in his book, Kitab as-

Sirah al-Kabir, that it was Harith ibn Qays, and he was well-known among the 

jurists.   

“…but if you fear that you will not 
be able to deal justly (with them), 
then, (marry) only one…” 

- (Qur‟an 4:3) 
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woman‟s needs. The other verse plainly states: ―You are never able to 
be perfectly fair and just between women even if it is your ardent desire, so do 
not incline too much to one of them so as to leave the other hanging. And if 
you do justice, and do all that is right and be conscious of Allah 
by keeping away from all that is wrong, then Allah is Ever Much-

Forgiving, Most Merciful‖ (Qur‟an 4:129, emphasis added). 

The requirement of justice 
and strict codes of conduct for 
polygyny in Islam therefore rules 
out the fantasy that a man can 
“own as many as he pleases” or 
have a harem of women herded 
together in the same room and 
who may be picked at random 
for his sexual whims whenever it 
is to his convenience.  It also 
rules out the concept of a “secondary wife”, for all wives have 
exactly the same status and are entitled to identical claims over 
their husband to be provided with at least what they were 
accustomed to in their pre-marital standard of living.  
Furthermore, it implies, according to Islamic Law, that should the 
husband fail to produce enough support for any of his wives, she 
can seek a divorce. Indeed, verse 4:129 above is followed by a 
verse which reads: “But if the two separate (by divorce), Allah will provide 
abundance for each of them from His Bounty.  And Allah is Ever All-
Sufficient for His creatures’ needs, All-Wise” (Qur‟an 4:130). Hadith 
records testify that a number of divorces from unworkable 
Polygynous relationships were authorized by the Prophet () 
himself.15 

                                                 
15

 Abdur Rahman I. Doi, Women in the Shari’ah, p.59 

“…And if you do justice, and 
do all that is right and be 
conscious of Allah by keeping 
away from all that is wrong, 
then Allah is Ever Much-

Forgiving, Most Merciful‖  

(Qur‟an 4:129, emphasis 
added). 
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5. The verse Qur‟an 4:3 says “marry”, not kidnap, buy, or seduce.  
Marriage in Islam is a civil contract that is not valid unless both 
contracting parties consent to it.  A woman cannot be treated as a 
possession in Islam, and she has the full right to refuse an offer of 
marriage, as well as to retain her own wealth, property, and last name 
within the marriage.  It is therefore a free choice of both parties to 
enter into such an 
arrangement, and the practice 
of polygyny in Islam is 
sustained by the fact that some 
women are willing to marry an 
already married man.  

Furthermore, the act of 
marriage circumvents sexual 
exploitation as it obliges the husband to be completely responsible for 
the financial and emotional security of a wife and any of her offspring 
fathered by him. Islam strongly condemns promiscuous behavior, and 
thus polygyny in Islam is not a license for promiscuity.  Marriage is a 
legal commitment to abide by one‟s responsibilities towards one‟s 
spouse.  These requirements are backed by Islamic Law, so that a 
woman who is not receiving such support may obtain a court order 
for her husband to do so or else face punishment. The seriousness of 
the husband‟s obligations to his wives in a Polygynous arrangement is 
illustrated by the hadith of the Prophet () which states that “A man 
who marries two women and then does not deal justly with them will be resurrected 
(on the Day of Judgment) with half his body hanging down”16, and the Qur‟anic 
injunction, “…do not incline too much to one of them so as to leave the other 
hanging…” (Qur‟an 4:129). Marrying more than one wife therefore, for 
a Muslim man, entails heavy responsibilities.  

                                                 
16

 Sunan Abu Dawood, hadith no.2128 

“A man who marries two women 
and then does not deal justly with 
them will be resurrected (on the 
Day of Judgment) with half his 
body hanging down” 

-  Abu Dawood 
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If polygyny is not a preferred practice in Islam and loaded with 
responsibilities, could it have been easier or better if the Qur‟an 
simply forbade it?   

To answer this question, our attention may be turned to cases for 
which the permissibility of polygyny may actually be a problem-solver, 
and its prohibition in fact a problem-creator: 

 

(i) The numerical 
prevalence of women over men 
is a realistic situation in times of 
war, if not in general. It is a 
concern that has the potential to 
take on problematic proportions, 
and thus requires a practical 
solution which could be 
implemented in any society. Most 
societies (even Western societies 
prior to the industrial revolution 
and during times of severe fiscal deficit and depression) are not 
affluent enough to sustain stable economic and social services for 
those who are in need of care.  Widows may indeed have a need 
(and not merely a desire) for marriage as a means for a respectable 
family life and security for themselves and any children. Some 
widows may also view it as essential that their children be provided 
with an opportunity of a father figure.  In the given set of 
circumstances, when single men capable of supporting a family are 
few in number, allowing polygyny provides for this vital service. In 
such circumstances, there is a real argument to be made that 
strictly enforcing monogamy would create severe problems for the 
women involved. 

Why would some well 
educated and financially 
independent women choose 
to be the second, third or 
forth wife? Why do they 
choose to settle for polygyny? 
Is polygyny really about the 
needs of men?! Or is it a win-
win relationship for those 
who freely choose it?! 
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Women having no other 
means of financial and 
emotional support are often 
exploited, as evident on 
many of the world‟s present 
refugee camps. They are 
used as tools for men‟s pleasure, yet have no guarantees, and no 
rights or security – financial or emotional. Should they become 
pregnant, it is their burden alone. An example may be cited on the 
situation in Germany after World War II, a situation which 
frequently occurs after wars in any part of the world: 

Many of these women needed a man not only as a companion 
but also as a provider for the household in a time of 
unprecedented misery and hardship. The soldiers of the 
victorious Allied armies exploited these women‟s vulnerability. 
Many young girls and widows had liaisons with members of the 
occupying forces. Many American and British soldiers paid for 
their pleasures in cigarettes, chocolate, and bread. A 10-year old 
boy on hearing of such gifts from other children wished from 
all his heart for an „Englishman‟ for his mother so that she need 

not go hungry any longer.17 

Even if such women are ready 
to pay the price for this personally, 
society also suffers seriously from 
such situations. The increasing 
number of single-parented 
children born today under 
conditions such as these, and their ensuing poverty, provides more of 
the potential base for tomorrow‟s maladjusted people and even 
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“Not only do many women of 
rural Africa tolerate polygyny, 
but some even prefer it as a 
means to reduce their share of 
the labour burden.” 
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criminals. Furthermore, it is inhuman and humiliating for such 
children to grow up without knowing who their fathers were and 
without enjoying a safe and healthy family life. 

 (ii) Socio-economic necessity.  Few would argue against the 
claim that the developed world has the most materially endowed 
societies in the present age.  This means that the vast majority of 
societies across the world are 
in a position of material 
struggle. In such societies, 
survival is a major priority, and 
measures may be taken for the 
good of the family (or society 
at large) which are not 
emotionally easy for some.   

 For many agrarian 
communities in Africa, the 
survival of the family through 
the generations is dependent 
upon giving birth to a large 
number of children.  Life is hard for many of these communities, 
and large families are needed simply to manage all the labor 
required for survival, as well as provide enough adult children 
whose earnings would provide the equivalent of pensions to 
sustain the elders as they retire. To achieve such large families, 
particularly in areas where infant mortality is quite high, the 
practice of polygyny is required (and utilized) as a social and 
economic necessity for all religious groups.  For this reason, many 
even today in many parts of Africa view multiple wives as a sign of 
wealth and status.  In such circumstances alien to most 
Westerners, it becomes understandable that not only do many 
women of rural Africa tolerate polygyny, but some even prefer it 
as a means to reduce their share of the labor burden. 

An interesting survey of 4,700 
Western mistresses in the 
United States also revealed that 
“they preferred being a second 
wife rather than the „other 
woman‟ because they did not 
have the legal rights, nor did 
they have the financial equality 
of the legally married wives, and 
it appeared that they were being 
used by these men.” 

- USA Today, April 4, 1988 
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 The BBC‟s Disappearing 
World video series shows 
interviews, for example, where 
Non-Muslim Masai women of 
Kenya report preferring 
polygyny despite their jealousy, 
due to its provision of relief for 
much of their domestic chores.  
This preference is not true of 
just African women but also women of many other cultures also.  
For instance, Alexander F. Christensen, PhD, also writes that 
among the Tiwi tribe of indigenous Australians, “the more wives a 
man has, the better everyone in his household eats”.18 An 
interesting survey of 4,700 Western mistresses in the United States 
also revealed that “they preferred being a second wife rather than 
the „other woman‟ because they did not have the legal rights, nor 
did they have the financial equality of the legally married wives, 
and it appeared that they were being used by these men.”19 It is for 
this very reason that Christian missionaries in some African 
regions justified their permission for local communities to 
continue practicing polygyny without being excommunicated from 
the church.20 

When Islamic scholar, Abdur Rahman Doi, interviewed some 
African members of the Anglican Church, they revealed that they 
had fifteen, twenty-five, or even thirty wives.21  Further to this, 
some Muslims did not consider themselves limited to four wives at 
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all, but rather thought they should marry as many as possible.22  
Doi logically concludes that the practice of polygyny in such 
regions was not really influenced by religion at all.  In fact, his 
research suggested that the Christians (of the surveyed regions) 
were more Polygynous than the Muslims! 

(iii) Individual cases:  

(a) A man who discovers that 
his wife cannot bear 
children may at the same 
time instinctively aspire to 
have children and heirs.  
In a situation such as this, the man would either have to: 

— suffer the deprivation of fatherhood for life, or 
— divorce his infertile wife and get married to another 

woman who is fertile. 

In many cases, neither solution can be considered as the best 
alternative. Polygyny would have the advantage of preserving 
the marital relationship without depriving the man of fathering 
lawful children of his own.   

It should be noted, however, that a couple‟s inability to 
conceive children is equally either attributed to infertility in the 
man or the woman. Therefore, the problem of failure to 
conceive children may not always be solved by the marrying 
of a second wife.   

An alternative is to take care of orphans who have no 
other parental figures.  This alternative need not be looked 
down upon, since it is not compulsory in Islam to bear 
children. Some esteemed Sahabah (companions of the 
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Prophet), like „Aisha (the Prophet‟s wife), did not have their 
own children but are nonetheless considered among the best 
role models for Muslim women. Hence, while childlessness is 
not necessarily a shortcoming in itself, the option of polygyny 
is available for those for whom childlessness would cause 
serious problems in their relationship. 

(b) A man whose wife becomes chronically ill and thus 
unavailable as a companion for him, would have one of 
several possible alternatives: 

— He may suppress his instinctive sexual needs for the rest 
of his life. 

— He may divorce his ill wife at the time when she needs his 
compassion most, and get married to another woman, 
thus legally satisfying his instinctive needs. 

— Or he could compromise by keeping illicit sexual partners. 

The first solution is against human nature. Islam recognizes 
sexual needs and provides legitimate means for their 
satisfaction. The second solution is clearly less compassionate, 
especially where there is love between the two parties. The last 
solution is plainly against the Islamic teachings which forbid 
illicit sexual relations in any form.  Polygyny, in such a case, 
provides a viable alternative where a wife who is ill may 
remain being looked after by her husband while he is able to 
meet his legitimate needs (for what the first wife cannot 
provide) with another wife.  Meanwhile, the husband takes 
moral and legal responsibility for both wives. 

(c) A man who no longer has any marital affection or attraction 
for a wife may not feel he can divorce her.  This may be due 
to severe cultural stigmas which may be placed upon her for 
being a divorcee.  In some places, for example, it may be 
difficult for her to be remarried.  It may also be difficult to 
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divorce her because of her inability to financially sustain 
herself. She may not have sufficient extended family support 
or skills to be employed. Divorce may also cause serious 
difficulties for the children.  Therefore, in some cases, it has 
been known for such women to be financially maintained by 
their husbands though no conjugal relations take place 
between them.  In such marriages, a man may naturally yearn 
for real companionship and intimacy with another wife.  
Polygyny allows a solution for these men, and their wives who 
wish to remain being supported, while allowing a new wife to 
enter the marriage with all the rights, security and recognition 
that the status of a wife confers.     

All these problem-solving situations highlight the wisdom behind 
the reluctance of Islam to prohibit polygyny.   

 Irresponsible „polygyny‟ exists even in monogamous 
societies 

It must be reiterated that 
Islam is not the only religion 
in which polygyny is 
permitted, and many Non-
Muslim societies in today‟s 
world also possess 
polygynous marriages.  Furthermore, even self-proclaimed 
monogamous societies have their own form of polygynous 
practices.  It is in this light that we may observe how large 
numbers of people in such societies accept as a given right that a 
man may have as many girlfriends and mistresses as he wishes, and 
even have children from them. However, in Islam, men are not 
given unrestricted license for sexual liaisons nor are they freed of 
responsibility for their relationships.  The number of wives is 
limited to a maximum of four, and these receive (for themselves 

“There is pretend monogamy in 
the West, but there is really 
polygamy without 
responsibility…” 

-    Dr. Annie Besant 
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and their children) their legally enforceable marital rights of equal 
status, support, inheritance, etc. It is precisely for these rights and 
the situations wherein polygyny may offer a solution, that polygyny 
in Islam may be viewed not as a privilege for men but in fact a 
right and provision for women.  

The Non-Muslim scholar, Dr. Annie Besant writes: 

There is pretend monogamy in the West, but there is really 
polygamy without responsibility.  The „mistress‟ is cut off 
when the man is weary of her and sinks gradually to „the woman 
of the street‟ for the first lover has no responsibility for her 
future and she is a hundred times worse off than the sheltered 
wife and mother in the polygamous home.  When we see the 
thousands of miserable women, who crowd the streets of 
Western towns during the night, we must surely feel that it does 
not lie in Western mouths to reproach Islam for its polygamy.  
It is better for a woman, more respectable for a woman, to live 
in Islamic polygamy with respect, than to be reduced to the 
cast-out on the streets 
perhaps with an illegitimate 
child outside the pale of law 
– unsheltered and uncared 
for, to become a victim of 
any passer-by, night after 
night, rendered incapable of 
motherhood, despised by 

all.23 

Is polygyny not a sunnah (practice of the Prophet which should 
be emulated)? 

The practice of polygyny in Muslim societies is associated with 
many misconceptions held by Muslims themselves. These 
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misconceptions and 
malpractices provide fuel for 
attacks by Non-Muslim 
critics on the position of 
women in Islam. 

As mentioned earlier, 
polygyny is not mandatory 
(fard or wajib) for a Muslim 
and is in fact restricted in its 
permissibility (mubah) to a 
maximum of four wives. 
Some circumstances may 
encourage its practice (i.e. 
make it mustahab) in a society (such as the existence of excess women 
who have no other means to be cared for), while others may 
discourage it (i.e. make it makruh) or even prohibit it (i.e. make it haram) 
such as the inability to do justice to each wife (Qur‟an 4:3). 

 

The Prophet Muhammad () was both monogamous24 and 
Polygynous in his married life.  During the prime of his youthful years, 
he was steadfastly devoted to his first wife, Khadijah, for 25 years until 
she died.  It was only afterwards that he took more wives into his 
household for various purposes, including the cementing of social and 
political bonds with various Companions and tribes, humanitarian 
assistance25, and the establishment of new legislative matters (as in the 
case where he was enjoined to marry Zainab, the former wife of Zaid, 
his foster son).26 Since the Prophet practiced both monogamy and 
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Since the Prophet practiced both 
monogamy and polygyny, it is 
difficult to say that either one was 
exclusively his Sunnah (i.e. his 
example).  Rather, the Prophet () 

called “marriage” his sunnah, and 
both types were his example. 
Moreover, the reasons for his 
marriages, the type of women he 
married, and the way in which he 
took care of his wives were his 
sunnah. 
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polygyny, it is difficult to say that either one was exclusively his Sunnah 
(i.e. his example).  Rather, the Prophet () called “marriage” his 
sunnah, and both types were his example. Moreover, the reasons for his 
marriages, the type of women he married, and the way in which he 
took care of his wives were his sunnah.   

The phrase “polygyny is a 
sunnah” is sometimes used to 
justify men seeking out more 
young attractive brides to further 
their lusts. In contrast, the practice 
of the Prophet () himself was, 
even from his first marriage, to 
marry more elderly women than 
young women, as well as those 
who had been previously married 
and already had children of their 
own. Though the Prophet () 

encouraged marrying virgins, 
marrying women purely for lust or beauty is discouraged, and not 
considered an attribute of spiritually elevated individuals27. Polygyny by 
its nature adds greater responsibilities on the husband, and thus, is not 
encouraged for those who are unable or unwilling to assume these 
extra demands. 

The manner in which the Prophet () undertook his role as a 
husband was described by „Aisha as serving his family.  He also said 
that a woman should be married for her faith as all other reasons 
would humiliate a man, and the right of a man‟s children is that he 
chooses for them a good mother.  The Qur‟an furthermore states that 
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prohibited the idea that an adopted child was the same as a blood-related child, and 

thus dissolved the taboos that once applied to them. (See Q.33:37) 
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 Most of the Prophet‘s own wives were widows or divorcees. 

Whether a Muslim‟s marriage is 
monogamous or polygamous, 
therefore, what is strongly 
recommended for all Muslims is 
to marry a spouse for noble 
reasons and to behave within 
marriage with faith and 
compassion. It is the removal of 
these moral imperatives in any 
type of marriage that creates 
injustice. 
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an atmosphere of love, mercy and tranquility should be cultivated 
between husband and wife. Hence, whatever facilitates these is highly 
encouraged, and there is great condemnation for injustice.   

Whether a Muslim‟s marriage is monogamous or polygamous, 
therefore, what is strongly 
recommended for all Muslims is to 
marry a spouse for noble reasons 
and to behave within marriage with 
faith and compassion. It is the 
removal of these moral imperatives 
in any type of marriage that creates 
injustice.   

If a wife fears or experiences injustice or abuse in a Polygynous 
marriage, what options does Islam give her? 

(a)   She may attempt to advise, or invite other respectable 
individuals to advise, her husband on the importance of 
justice and the objectives and spirit of marriage in Islam.   

(b)    She may seek external counseling and arbitration of family 
members to mediate between herself and her husband.28 

(c) She may, for various reasons, see the consequences of 
separation as more straining than accommodating another 
wife, and therefore accept polygyny as a better alternative to 
divorce.    

(d)    She may ask her husband to release her by khul‘  (whereby 
she agrees to return his bridal gift/mahr or more or less, as 
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determined by mutual agreement or court judgment, in 
exchange for her release).29

  

(e) She may divorce her husband if he marries another wife, 
provided that the right (‘ismah) of unilateral divorce is 
included in her marriage contract.30  

(f) She may go to court and ask for a divorce if there is evidence 
of maltreatment or injustice inflicted upon her. The court in 
this case overrules the right of the husband. 

Objections have often been raised by opponents of polygyny 
in Islam due to the many reports of its abuse.  However, several 
have noted that the “incidence of failure in monogamous 
relationships is as great or greater but no one would think of 
banning marriage altogether.”31  It is the behaviour of the parties 
within a particular marriage, be it monogamous or polygamous, 
that is likely to produce abuse, and not the institution itself. 
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(BACK COVER) 
“If a Muslim man may have more than one wife, why can‟t a woman 
have more than one husband in the interest of fairness to some women? 
Moreover, if there are so many problems and responsibilities associated 
with polygamy, would it not be easier or better for Islam to simply 
prohibit it, especially in this modern age? Should polygamy not be 
considered a violation of human rights, or is there some real benefit in it 
to women and society?” “Why do some women, even well-educated and 
professional ones, freely choose to be in polygamous marriages?” 
 

This book, Is Polygamy Fair to Women? is a concise and comprehensive 
response to these questions. It is meant for Muslims or non-Muslims who 
may be seeking to understand the significance and wisdom of the Islamic 
injunctions surrounding polygamy (polyandry and polygyny) as well as 
clarification on issues related to its practice in Muslim society. 
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